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Abstract
Quantum computing (QC) demonstrates substantial theoretical 
promise in addressing classically intractable problems. Recent 
investments and advancements across QC system stacks, in-
cluding hardware, software, and algorithms, underscore a piv-
otal shift from theoretical exploration to the practical realization 
of applications. Despite this progress, the prevailing emphasis 
has predominantly centered on performance enhancement, of-
ten overlooking security considerations. In response to this gap, 
our article presents a comprehensive tutorial and survey aimed 

at identifying and categorizing vulnerabilities inherent in quantum 
computing systems. Beginning with an overview encompassing 
essential principles, ecosystem components, and unique attri-
butes in the quantum computing system stack, we also provide a 
summary of development resources to facilitate efficient initiation 
in this domain. Building on this foundational knowledge, we intro-
duce a taxonomy of QC security organized by victim layer and 
security attack objectives. Utilizing this taxonomy as a guiding 
framework, the article delivers an extensive survey of the latest 
advancements in QC security, with the overarching goal of equip-
ping the reader with a comprehensive understanding of quantum 
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computing system principles and an informed awareness of di-
verse and dynamic QC security threats. The intention is to benefit 
both industry stakeholders and research communities, ultimately 
aiming to proactively identify and mitigate security concerns 
within QC systems, thereby establishing a robust foundation for 
secure quantum computing environments.

Index Terms—Quantum computing, quantum security, NISQ.

I. Introduction

Quantum Computing (QC), grounded in estab-
lished theoretical computational models [1], [2], 
[3], [4], possesses the remarkable potential to ex-

ceed the capabilities of the most powerful classical com-
puters. The availability of cloud-based [5], [6], [7], [8], 
[9] Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) [10] com-
puters, coupled with recent enhancements in crucial QC 
toolflows [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17] has empow-
ered quantum computing to showcase quantum advan-
tage across a variety of applications and platforms [18], 
[19], [20], [21], [22], even before achieving fault tolerance.

With the escalating qubit counts and the growing fi-
delity of quantum computers, their potential to execute 
innovative algorithms and generate sensitive intellectu-
al property has become increasingly compelling. In this 
context, the security of quantum computing systems is 
of paramount importance, as an insecure QC system 
not only jeopardizes users but also poses a significant 
risk to our broader society. However, there is a notable 
absence of a systematic research effort addressing the 
evolving landscape of quantum threats, exploring po-
tential vulnerabilities, and establishing robust counter-
measures to safeguard the integrity of quantum systems 
and the sensitive information they process.

In this article, we take the first step in providing a 
comprehensive tutorial and survey focused on identify-
ing and categorizing vulnerabilities inherent to quantum 
computing systems. Our ultimate objective is to estab-
lish a strong foundation for secure quantum computing 
environments. This article serves as an initial stride 
towards this goal by proactively illuminating the land-
scape of quantum security threats, benefiting both in-
dustry stakeholders and research communities.

A. Organization of This Article
This article is organized as follows.

■■ Section 2 provides an overview of quantum com-
puting systems, encompassing essential prin-
ciples of quantum computing (Section 2.1), eco-

system components (Section 2.2), and QC design 
system stack (Section 2.3-2.5). This entails an 
emphasis on the unique attributes that differenti-
ate QC from classical computing systems. We also 
summarize various development resources that 
facilitate an efficient commencement process for 
researchers and practitioners in this domain.

■■ Section 3 introduces an initial taxonomy for orga-
nizing QC security research. This taxonomy em-
ploys a two-dimensional metric, encompassing 
both the victim logical layers of the QC system 
and the objectives of security attacks. Aligned 
with classical taxonomies, it facilitates seamless 
knowledge transfer while maintaining the flexibil-
ity to accommodate ongoing expansion and adap-
tation as our understanding and research in quan-
tum computing and quantum security advance.

■■ Section 4 surveys the latest advancements in QC 
security, utilizing our proposed taxonomy as a 
guiding framework. We classify these works based 
on victim layers within quantum computing: QC 
hardware (Section 4.1), QC software (Section 4.2), 
and QC algorithms (Section 4.3). Within each vic-
tim layer, works are further categorized accord-
ing to their security objectives, encompassing 
information leaks, untargeted fault injection, and 
targeted attacks. Special emphasis is placed on 
highlighting the unique characteristics of security 
threats and their corresponding attack vectors. 
Our analysis of existing research also explores po-
tential defense strategies, detailed in Section 4.4.

■■ Section 5 concludes this survey.

II. Background on Quantum Computing
In this section, we initially present the fundamental as-
pects of QC systems (Section 2.1) and outline the con-
figuration of the existing QC ecosystem (Section 2.2). 
Following that, we offer a detailed introduction to the QC 
system stack, covering QC hardware (Section 2.3), QC 
software (Section 2.4), and QC algorithms (Section 2.5). 
For each layer of the stack, we emphasize state-of-the-art 
development resources, elaborate on key features, and 
summarize their characteristics or highlight challenges 
in the NISQ era. This section is designed to provide fun-
damental insights into QC systems, serving as a valuable 
resource for researchers and practitioners as they em-
bark on their exploration of quantum computing.
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A. Basics of Quantum Computing

1) Foundational Principles
Quantum computing [23] explores information process-
ing through quantum mechanical systems, leveraging 
principles like superposition, entanglement, and inter-
ference. This burgeoning field holds the promise of revo-
lutionizing computation, enabling the solution of com-
plex problems previously beyond the scope of classical 
paradigms.

Qubit. A qubit is the simplest quantum mechanical 
system, characterized by a linear combination of a two-
dimensional state space represented as |ϕ〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉, 
where |0〉 and |1〉 denote an orthonormal basis, and α, β 
∈ C with |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. The “superposition” of basis states 
allows an n-qubit system to represent a 2n-dimensional 
complex Hilbert space H = (C2)⊗n. In contrast, a classical 
n-bit register can store only one of these 2n states.

Quantum Gates. A quantum gate operating on a n-
qubit state defines a 2n × 2n unitary matrix (i.e., U) that 
transforms the input state |ϕ〉 to |ψ〉 = U|ϕ〉. One-qubit 
gates manipulate individual qubits, with common gates 
like the Hadamard gate (i.e., H gate) for superpositions 
and the Pauli-X, Y, and Z gates for fundamental quantum 
flips and rotations. Multi-qubit gates operate on two 
or more qubits concurrently, enabling the creation of 
entangled states, i.e., a unique quantum phenomenon 
where qubit states become correlated in ways unattain-
able in classical systems. The CNOT (Controlled-NOT) 
gate, a fundamental two-qubit gate, establishes entan-
glement between a control qubit and a target qubit. Ad-
vanced multi-qubit gates, like the Toffoli gate, facilitate 
controlled operations across multiple qubits.

Quantum Algorithms. A quantum algorithm is repre-
sented as a circuit comprising a sequence of quantum 
gates executed on a suitably initialized set of qubits, 
as illustrated in Figure 1. In the context of quantum al-
gorithms that take classical data as input, a classical-
to-quantum encoder, denoted as E(x), is employed to 
embed the classical data into a quantum state. Subse-
quently, the resultant quantum state undergoes pro-
cessing within the following quantum circuit. The core 

quantum circuit can be constructed with gates of fixed 
configuration or variational gates, the parameters of 
which are subject to optimization for their configura-
tion. This flexibility in gate configuration allows for 
adaptability and optimization of the quantum algo-
rithm's performance.

Quantum Measurement. A quantum circuit is mea-
sured multiple times to estimate the expectation of a 
particular observable. Generalized quantum measure-
ment is modeled through Positive-Operator Valued Mea-
surement (POVM) [23]. A POVM with n outcomes on a d-
dimensional Hilbert space is described by an n-element 
vector M of operators Mi such that M = [M1 … Mn]

T (Mi ≥ 
0 and Σn

i=1 Mi = 1). By default, qubits are typically mea-
sured in the z-basis for simplicity of implementation. 
For a quantum state denoted by |ϕ〉, the probability of 
observing a result Mi is determined by the Born rule: pi 
= 〈ϕ|Mi 

† Mi|ϕ〉. A proficient quantum algorithm yields a 
superposition state that provides a useful answer with 
high probability upon measurement. Following mea-
surement, the quantum system's state collapses to the 
observed outcome Mi.

2) Physical Implementation
Similar to classical computing, a practical quantum 
computer utilizes a native gate set capable of univer-
sal quantum computations. This set usually includes 
several one-qubit gates and normally only one type of 
two-qubit gate. To execute a logical quantum circuit on 
a quantum computer, as illustrated in Figure 2, the user 
must compile the quantum circuit and its input data into 
a sequence of physical pulses [24], [25] using a designated 
configuration file. A pulse is defined by parameters such 
as an integer duration, a complex amplitude, and stan-
dard deviation. Notably, different quantum computers 
may support distinct pulse durations, maximum pulse 
amplitudes, and pulse channel numbers. The same 
quantum computer may also require varying values for 
pulse error calibration at different times. A configura-
tion file [5], [8], providing up-to-date information on a 
quantum computer, allows the compiler to generate a 
high-quality pulse sequence.

Figure 1. A quantum circuit. Figure 2. Quantum compilation.
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B. Emerging Quantum Computing Ecosystem
Figure 3 shows the standard workflow of a QC system. 
Similar to classical computing systems, a QC system 
can be vertically divided into abstract layers, includ-
ing algorithm, software, and hardware. The algorithm 
layer identifies applications suitable for QC systems 
and designs corresponding quantum algorithms. The 
software layer encompasses the toolchain that facili-
tates the translation of QC algorithms into executable 
code, ultimately generating physical pulses sequences. 
The compiled circuit is then mapped onto the physical 
hardware layer, typically with limited connectivity. The 
circuit undergoes execution multiple times using the 
noisy devices and quantum gates, and measurements 
are performed according to a specific basis. The results 
are postprocessed to obtain classical outcomes.

Execution Model. Quantum computers currently 
operate and are anticipated to persist in their role as 
coprocessors [26], [27], with classical computers acting 
as controllers. This collaborative setup is essential for 
ensuring accurate measurements and executing fault-
tolerant computations, particularly considering the in-
herent errors in NISQ quantum devices. In the "quantum 
co-processor" model, a classical microprocessor takes 
charge of a quantum computer, overseeing its execu-
tion. Unlike co-processor models in classical computing 
where operations can proceed without microprocessor 
intervention, the microprocessor sends instructions 
to the quantum co-processor at every cycle [26], [27]. 
Throughout each cycle of operation, the quantum unit 
remains precisely controlled by the microprocessor.

Quantum Cloud Computing. Due to the high cost of 
quantum computers, researchers and professionals of-
ten turn to cloud-based Quantum-as-a-Service (QaaS) 
for access to universal quantum devices. Users can 
design quantum algorithms locally or choose to down-
load free or paid algorithms from specific QC algorithm 
providers. The management of quantum software tool-
chains is commonly facilitated by third parties. Users 
can select software tools through paid services or uti-
lize open-source software, either locally or by sending 
their designed quantum algorithm to the cloud, depend-
ing on the available service. The generated quantum 

pulse sequences are then submitted to QaaS clouds as 
instructions. The server subsequently applies the physi-
cal pulse sequence to the qubits and communicates the 
measured results back to the user.

Privilege Levels in QC Systems. As color-coded in 
Figure 3, similar to classical computing, privilege lev-
els in a quantum computing system denote varying ac-
cess and control within its hierarchical architecture. 
Designed on the principle of least privilege, entities re-
ceive the minimum access needed for their functions. 
High-level QC algorithms at the top provide overarch-
ing guidance with limited direct control. As we descend 
through layers, there's a progressive increase in privi-
lege, each layer building on the functionalities above. 
The QC hardware layer at the lowest level enjoys the 
highest privilege, exercising direct control over system 
resources. This privilege concept ensures a structured, 
secure environment by restricting access based on spe-
cific layer requirements, thereby preventing unauthor-
ized access and minimizing security vulnerabilities.

C. QC Hardware

1) QC Hardware Development Resources
Table 1 summarizes NISQ hardware with various qubit 
technologies. Natural qubits (e.g., trapped ions, neutral 
atoms, photonics) scale well, while synthetic qubits 
(e.g., superconducting, quantum dots) benefit from easy 
fabrication using existing silicon integration. Each quan-
tum technology has unique strengths and limitations, 
and there is no clear winner. Currently, superconduct-
ing and trapped-ion are two leading technologies, re-
ceiving significant support from academia and industry. 
They are also accessible as cloud services through com-
panies like IBM [5], Google [6], Rigetti [7], IonQ [8], and 
Quantinuum [9].

2) Quantum Noises
Noises [36], [37], [38], [39], [40] are inherent in NISQ 
devices, varying in origin and characteristics across 
different quantum computing technologies. Notably, 
certain types of quantum noise exhibit time-dependent 
behavior, causing fluctuations in noise levels over time. 
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Figure 3. An overview of standard quantum computing workflow and ecosystem.
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In superconducting NISQ systems, for instance, varia-
tions in the population of unpaired electrons lead to no-
table temporal variations in the decoherence rate [41] 
throughout the day, resulting in random fluctuations 
in key parameters of a NISQ computer. From a logical 
standpoint, errors arising from NISQ noises can be sys-
tematically categorized into three main types: readout, 
gate, and crosstalk errors.

■■ Readout errors occur when there is a misidentifi-
cation of the qubit value, such as observing |1〉 in-
stead of the actual |0〉 state, and vice versa. Quan-
tum information measurements can be effectively 
represented as population measurements within a 
specific basis [42], enabling a concise description 
through a probabilistic matrix model. Mitigation 
of readout errors is primarily achieved through 
post-hoc corrections [36], [37].

■■ Gate errors can be classified as coherent and inco-
herent errors. Incoherent errors are easier to han-
dle than coherent errors because they can often be 
modeled as depolarizing noise [23]:

 Err ρ ρ( ) = −( ) +1
2

p p
I
n

 (1)

where Err(·) denotes the noise channel, ρ is the 
original density matrix, and n represents the num-
ber of qubits. The probabilistic error rate, denoted 
as p, depends on both the NISQ computer and the 
specific quantum circuit being executed. Coher-
ent errors are typically miscalibrations in control 
parameters that produce similar or even drift-
ing [43] errors during consecutive executions of 
a quantum circuit, introducing a systematic bias 

in the final output. Even though coherent errors 
are dominant gate errors [38], [39], they are of-
ten overlooked in noise-aware QC system designs 
due to their more intricate and hard-to-identify 
feature.

■■ Crosstalk errors encompass a diverse range of 
physical phenomena that become pronounced 
in largescale NISQ systems, typically consisting 
of more than 10 qubits. The coupling phenomena 
causing crosstalk among qubits vary significantly 
across diverse physical technologies. Examples 
include but are not limited to, crosstalk between 
superconducting qubits sharing a common read-
out resonator [44], crosstalk between trapped-ion 
qubits located in the same trap [45], and other 
instances yet to be explored. Interested readers 
seeking a comprehensive understanding of this 
topic are encouraged to refer to related works [46], 
[47], [48], [49]. A widely accepted metric [40] for 
crosstalk measurement highlights observable de-
viations between real quantum devices and their 
ideal behavior, formalizable and capturable in an 
architecture-independent manner. A recent study 
[50] has demonstrated that crosstalk results in a 
20% increase in error for quantum gate phase flip 
and a 33% decrease in gate fidelity in a circuit em-
ploying only 9 CNOT gates on the IBM _ Melbourne 
processor. Furthermore, this research has un-
veiled and emphasized that the displacement of 
two-qubit gates significantly contributes to the over-
all crosstalk errors in a quantum circuit.

3) Common Characteristics in NISQ Technologies
NISQ technologies, diverse in nature, typically operate 
by applying operations to individual qubits at desig-
nated locations using physical pulses. Moving qubits or 
their states within the system is a standard operation, 
and multi-qubit gates necessitate physical adjacency. 
State-of-the-art NISQ computers share common notable 
shortcomings, outlined as follows.

■■ NISQ computers feature a restricted universal na-
tive gate set, comprising only a few types of one-
qubit gates and a single type of two-qubit gate. For 
instance, IBM quantum computers exclusively sup-
port two one-qubit gates (U2, U3) and one two-qu-
bit gate (CNOT). Consequently, executing an n-qubit 
quantum circuit that relies on multi-input complex 
gates can only be approximated [16] using the lim-
ited gate set provided by the NISQ computer.

■■ Various measurable errors arise on NISQ devices 
due to imperfections in fabrication, qubit con-
trol, external interference, and measurement. 
The current error rate, approximately ∼10−3 [51], 

Table 1.
A summary on NISQ hardware development resources 
(SC: superconducting; TI: Trapped lons; NA: Neutral 
Atoms; PT: Photonic; QD: Quantum Dots).

Tech. Ref. Key Features Companies

SC [24]
[28]

+ Fabrications, Latency
- Fidelity, Cryogenic

IBM, 
Google, 
Rigetti

TI [25]
[29]

+ Fidelity, Scalability
- Latency, Controllability

IonQ, AQT, 
Quantinuum

NA [30]
[31]

+ Scalability, 3D
- Fidelity, Controllability

Atom 
Computing, 
Infleqtion, 
QuEra

PT [32]
[33]

+ On-Chip Integration
- Programability

Xanadu, 
PsiQuantum

QD [34]
[35]

+ Fabrications
- Connectivity, Variations

Intel, 
HRL, SQC, 
Nanosys
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[52], significantly surpasses the 10−15 error rate 
required for many quantum algorithms [53], [54] 
to achieve computational advantages. While the-
oretically feasible, practical implementation of 
fault-tolerant quantum computers through quan-
tum error-correction protocols [55], [56], [57] with 
millions of physical qubits may require decades of 
further research.

■■ A qubit on a NISQ computer experiences a short 
coherence time, allowing it to maintain its super-
position state for a limited time, e.g., approximate-
ly ∼100μs [52] in superconducting qubits. This 
imposes a stringent constraint on the duration 
and complexity of circuits running on the NISQ 
computer, necessitating their completion within 
this coherence window to prevent any loss of 
information.

D. QC Software

1) QC Software Development Resources
The evolution of quantum computing software, though 
slightly delayed compared to hardware and algorithms, 
has witnessed rapid progress. It encompasses the de-
sign of quantum programming languages and compil-
ers, as outlined in Table 2. Major industry leaders con-
tribute to a vibrant developer community by providing 
free software development kits. In the realm of quantum 
computing software solutions, these industry players 
offer tailored services, specializing in the integration of 
quantum solutions with High-Performance Computing 
(HPC) for specific business use cases. Additionally, they 
assist clients in identifying suitable applications and de-
veloping customized solutions.

2) Quantum Programming Language
Quantum programming languages transform math-
ematical descriptions of a QC algorithm into execut-
able implementations, serving as the initial input for 
the QC software toolchain. Operating across various 
abstraction levels, options like QASM [58] enable direct 
specification of operations on a QC device, resembling 
assembly language in classical computing. However, 
challenges include reduced readability and increased 
complexity compared to higherlevel languages. Pro-
grammers require a profound understanding of QC 
hardware architecture, and the code is often device-
specific, limiting portability across platforms.

Similar to classical programming languages, quantum 
languages broadly fall into two categories: functional and 
imperative. Functional languages prohibit direct vari-
able modification, emphasizing an abstract, mathemati-
cal approach. In contrast, imperative languages permit 

direct manipulation of variables and require explicit 
instructions for computations, potentially leading to 
the development of more efficient programs. However, 
this approach may introduce greater complexity for pro-
grammers. Examples of imperative quantum languages 
include Scaffold [59] and Q# [63], while Microsoft LIQUi|〉 
[61] represents a purely functional quantum language. A 
recent trend in programming languages, as seen in Quil 
[62] and Silq [64], emphasizes functional programming 
with added flexibility to support imperative program-
ming when needed.

3) Quantum Compiler
Quantum compilers convert abstract quantum comput-
ing algorithms into executable instructions, often rep-
resented as physical pulses, processed step by step on 
quantum hardware. This comprises a five-step process: 
logical-level decomposition, layout, routing, logical-to-
physical translation, and physical-level optimization 
and scheduling. Iterative refinement in these steps 
yields a synthesized quantum circuit meeting specified 
criteria like qubit count, gate counts, circuit depth, and 
other relevant parameters. Here, we briefly introduce 
the key objective for each step.

■■ Decomposition. This initial stage involves logi-
cal passes before embedding the circuit into the 
backend. It typically includes unrolling custom 

Table 2.
A summary on QC software development resources.

Ref. Key Features

Pr
og

ra
m

m
in

g 
La

ng
ua

ge

QASM [58] Assembly, Gate-Level

Scaffold [59] C, LLVM [60] Infrastructure

LIQUi|〉 [61] Functional

Quil [62] Python, Imperative & Functional

Q# [63] C#, Imperative

Silq [64] High-Level, Imperative & 
Functional

O
pe

n-
So

ur
ce

 C
om

pi
le

r

Qiskit [11] IBM's Quantum Software 
Platform

Cirq [12] Google's Quantum Software 
Platform

pyQuil [13] Rigetti's Quil-based Python 
Library

t|ket〉 [14] Quantinuum's NISQ 
Development Kit

Braket [15] Amazon's Quantum Service 
Platform

BQSKit [16] LBNL's Compiler Framework

PennyLane [17] PennyLane' QML Framework
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instructions and converting the circuit to a logi-
cal universal gate set, comprising one-qubit and 
a few two-qubit gates. For instance, the Clifford 
group (i.e., X, Z, P, H, CX), combined with 
any non-Clifford gates (e.g., T or CCX), enables 
universal quantum computations. An illustra-
tive work in this domain is detailed in [65], pre-
senting a framework for compiling and optimiz-
ing Clifford+T quantum circuits to minimize the 
T count. The article introduces and compares 
efficient quantum compilers for multi-qubit 
Clifford+T circuits.

■■ Layout & Routing. These two stages facilitate the 
translation of virtual qubits in a logical algorith-
mic quantum circuit to the physical qubits on a 
backend. This is achieved by applying a suitable 
layout and inserting gates, such as SWAP, into 
the original circuit to ensure compatibility with 
the connectivity of the target QC hardware. The 
primary objective is to minimize additional opera-
tions and insertions, preserving the fidelity of the 
QC algorithm.

■■ Translation. This step manages gate-set transpila-
tion, approximating any unitary transformation 
describing the quantum computation as a se-
quence of gates chosen from the native gate set of 
the target backend.

■■ Optimization & Scheduling. These two stages 
represent the primary and final optimization loop 
before deployment on hardware. Error rates of 
the quantum hardware are normally taken into 
account in these processes where the compiler 
elects physical qubits and their movements, 
which minimize the circuit error rates. The output 
of the quantum circuit can be obtained through 
several runs on NISQ computers.

The compilation process in quantum computing 
presently bears strong resemblances to classical com-
pilation techniques. It can be categorized into static 
compilation, where executable instructions are gener-
ated before runtime, and dynamic compilation, where 
instructions are generated during runtime. Since mid-
circuit measurements are still in the early stages of de-
velopment for many quantum computers [9], [66], [67], 
most compilers [11], [12] [13], [14], 15], [16], [17] listed in 
Table 2 operate under the assumption that data input 
and control are statically known and can thus be man-
aged through static compilation. Furthermore, despite 
the ongoing challenges in practically implementing 
quantum error correction firmware for NISQ devices, 
certain quantum computing software frameworks, like 
Mitiq [68], are integrating cost-effective error mitigation 
techniques into their platforms.

4) Challenges in NISQ QC Software
Quantum computing software serves as an intermedi-
ary, connecting low-level physical quantum hardware 
with high-level mathematical quantum algorithms. Be-
low we summarize the challenges in NISQ QC software 
designs.

■■ Driven by strict hardware resource constraints, 
QC software prioritizes efficiency over abstrac-
tion and modularity [27]. This contrasts with 
classical computing system software, necessi-
tating the low-level QC hardware layer to reveal 
more physical details to quantum toolflows for 
improved QC circuit compilation. This heightened 
access and control over system resources in QC 
software pose potential security threats if exploit-
ed by adversaries due to increased privilege and 
direct access to system resources.

■■ The noise and variations in low-level quantum 
hardware contribute to uncertainty and notable 
inaccuracies in the information exchange be-
tween quantum hardware and software layers. 
Furthermore, the intricate nature of quantum sys-
tems, coupled with the inherent noise in NISQ de-
vices, adds complexity to debugging in quantum 
computing software.

■■ The dynamic evolution of algorithms and hard-
ware in the quantum computing landscape man-
dates adaptive and complementary approaches in 
software design. The software must flexibly adjust 
to these changes, ensuring optimal performance 
and compatibility in the ever-changing quantum 
environment.

E. QC Algorithms

1) QC Algorithm Development Resources
In Table 3, we present a summary detailing the evolution 
of quantum algorithms and their practical applications. 
Despite the strong theoretical foundations underpin-
ning several seminal quantum algorithms [1], [2], [3], [4], 
[53], [54], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], their implemen-
tation requires an error rate of approximately 10−15 to ef-
fectively showcase their computational superiority over 
classical algorithms. This stringent error threshold sig-
nificantly exceeds the current capabilities of NISQ com-
puters. While the realization of fault-tolerant quantum 
computers is theoretically viable, incorporating quan-
tum error-correction protocols [55], [56], [57] presents a 
formidable practical challenge. Achieving this goal may 
necessitate sustained research efforts spanning poten-
tially decades.

NISQ algorithms [84] exploit error-prone qubits 
and imperfect quantum gates to address classically 
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challenging problems, garnering significant interest 
across diverse disciplines. This spans applications 
in Quantum Machine Learning (QML) [18], [75], [76], 
[77], [78], [79], variational quantum eigensolvers [19], 
[80], quantum simulators [20], [81], combinatorial op-
timization [21], [82], and numerical solvers [22], [83]. 
The prevailing strategy in crafting NISQ algorithms 
revolves around a hybrid quantum-classical frame-
work. This method delegates the computationally 
intensive or intricate portion of a task to the quan-
tum computer, with the remainder managed by a ro-
bust classical computing system. These algorithms 
iteratively refine the parameters of a parameterized 
quantum circuit, officially recognized as Variational 
Quantum Algorithms (VQAs) [85]. This framework en-
ables the leverage of quantum advantages within the 
existing constraints of quantum hardware, offering 
a practical avenue for addressing complex problems 
across diverse domains.

2) Building Blocks of VQAs
While the building blocks of various VQAs share similar-
ities to varying extents, this survey specifically employs 
quantum machine learning as a representative use case 
to elucidate the fundamental building block and optimi-
zation process in VQAs.

The algorithm typically starts with a data encoding 
module, specifically a classical-to-quantum encoder de-
noted as E(x), when the inputs are classical data. The 
primary function of this encoder is pivotal because it 
transforms a classical input vector x into a quantum 
state represented by an N-qubit quantum state, denoted 

as |x〉. The formulation of the encoder model can be ex-
pressed as follows:

  : x x E x→ 〉 = ( ) 〉
⊗0 N  (2)

When the input involves quantum data, a dedicated 
quantum circuit module is utilized to prepare the input 
quantum state instead. Subsequently, the generated |x〉 
state undergoes manipulation by a parametrized quan-
tum circuit (PQC) denoted as U(θ):

  : x y U x〉 → ( )〉 = ( ) 〉θ θ  (3)

where U(θ) is realized through either a singular layer or 
a composition of multiple-layered circuit ansatz, with θ 
representing a set of parameters subject to optimiza-
tion. The final output results are obtained through quan-
tum state measurement, denoted as M, which maps the 
output quantum state |y(θ)〉 to a classical vector y(θ):

	 M: |y(θ )〉 → y(θ ) = 〈y(θ )|M†M|y(θ )〉 (4)

By convention, qubits are measured in the z-basis for 
ease of implementation by default. From a global per-
spective, the comprehensive formulation of a VQA can 
be represented as:

  : Q M U E x= ( ) ( ) θ  (5)

A VQA is subjected to evaluation through a predefined 
objective function, denoted as L(·), and undergoes itera-
tive optimization to attain optimal parameters. The min-
imization of this objective is facilitated through hybrid 
quantum-classical gradient descent [86]. The optimiza-
tion process can be succinctly formulated as follows:

  : y L yθ θ( ) → = ( )( )Loss  (6)

 Update rule :θ θ η
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3) Datasets for VQA Benchmarking
While VQAs are still in early development, studies have 
unveiled insights into their enhanced generalization ca-
pabilities and the transferability of variational quantum 
machine learning models [87], [88], [89], [90]. The effec-
tiveness and adaptability of VQAs depend crucially on 
the quality and diversity of datasets for benchmarking. 
In the initial stages of VQA development, especially in 
QML models, prevalent small-scale classical datasets 
like [91] and [92] often required down-sampling or pre-
processing to accommodate the limited qubit capacity 
of real quantum devices.

Table 3.
A summary on QC algorithm development.

Ref. Applications
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[1], [2] Quantum Turing Machine

[3], [4] Universal Quantum Simulator

[53], [69] Prime Factorization

[54], [70] Database Search

[71], [72] Cryptography

[73], [74] Linear Equation Solver
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[18], [75] Quantum Supervised Learning

[76], [77] Quantum Unsupervised Learning

[78], [79] Quantum Reinforcement Learning

[19], [80] Variational Quantum Eigensolver

[20], [81] Variational Quantum Simulator

[21], [82] Combinatorial Optimization

[22], [83] Numerical Solver
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Recent initiatives introduce datasets explicitly tai-
lored for VQA benchmarking across various quantum 
computing tasks. For example, [93] explores the impact 
of data in QML models, showcasing quantum advan-
tages through classical data engineering approaches, 
albeit with results that may not be easily interpretable 
by humans. Recognizing the need for dedicated quan-
tum datasets in VQA benchmarking, there is a grow-
ing interest in utilizing quantum datasets composed of 
quantum states. Notable examples include the NTangled 
dataset [94], featuring quantum states with diverse mul-
tipartite entanglement, the QDataSet [95] comprising 
52 high-quality datasets derived from simulations of 
one- and two-qubit systems, and the Alchemy dataset 
[96], a quantum chemistry dataset with 12 properties of 
119,487 organic molecules. Additionally, the tmQM da-
taset [97] contains geometries and properties of a large 
transition metal-organic compound space.

4) Challenges in NISQ Algorithms
NISQ variational algorithms share several common 
challenges:

■■ NISQ variational algorithms employ parameter-
ized quantum circuits as a fundamental compo-
nent with applications across diverse domains. 
However, the construction of these PQCs is typi-
cally empirically designed, relying on prior knowl-
edge or random assignment. Consequently, the 
explainability and expressivity of these circuits in 
specific applications are uncertain. The design of 
PQCs lacks a principled approach.

■■ NISQ computers encounter challenges such as a re-
stricted number of qubits, short coherence times, 
unavoidable noise, and imprecise control. These 
limitations significantly constrain the width and 
depth of VQA circuits, limiting their applicability 
to practicalscale problems. Investigating strate-
gies to realize quantum advantages in addressing 
real-world problems using NISQ devices is an area 
of considerable research significance.

■■ The intricate optimization landscape inherent in 
VQAs underscores the imperative for the develop-
ment of more efficient and quantum-specific opti-
mizers. At present, VQA optimizers predominant-
ly rely on classical methods without integrating 
quantum-specific insights and adaptations. This 
reliance on classical approaches causes notable 
variations in the performance of VQAs.

III. Quantum Security Taxonomy
In this section, we present an initial quantum secu-
rity taxonomy employed for categorizing the existing 

works in this survey. Firstly, our deliberate alignment 
with the classical taxonomy serves to facilitate knowl-
edge transfer from the domain of security in classical 
computing. It is crucial to emphasize that, while the 
conceptual foundations exhibit similarities with clas-
sical security paradigms, the vulnerabilities, specified 
attack vectors, and potential defenses are intricately 
linked to the distinctive nature of quantum comput-
ing, as detailed in the subsequent sections. Secondly, 
in recognition of the dynamic landscape of quantum 
computing, our taxonomy deliberately prioritizes the 
use of stable components within the QC system as met-
rics for categorization, ensuring durability and mini-
mizing changes over time. Additionally, our objective 
is to maintain the taxonomy's breadth for broad ap-
plicability and flexibility, allowing it to accommodate 
ongoing expansion and adaptation as our understand-
ing and research in quantum computing and quantum 
security progress.

To this end, we classify existing works using a two-
dimensional metric. One dimension involves the victim 
logical layers of the QC system, specifically identifying 
where attack vectors are present, namely QC hardware, 
QC software, and QC algorithms. On the other dimen-
sion, we cover the objective of security attacks, incor-
porating the following taxonomy:

■■ Information Leak. In an information leak scenar-
io, the objective of an adversary or unauthorized 
user is to acquire sensitive or confidential infor-
mation. The adversary exploits system vulner-
abilities, whether intentionally or unintentionally. 
The extent of their prior knowledge about QC sys-
tems may vary. For instance, [98], [99] describes 
a scenario where a completely untrusted QC soft-
ware vendor, lacking prior knowledge of the QC 
circuits, resorts to direct theft. In contrast, [44], 
[100] assume the adversary has profiled the vic-
tim QC hardware to construct a statistical cor-
relation model to facilitate future information 
inference.

■■ Untargeted Attack. Untargeted attacks refer to 
situations where an adversary opportunistically 
exploits vulnerabilities, leading to the corrup-
tion or degradation of functionality in a quantum 
computing system. These attacks occur without a 
specific target or a predetermined way in which 
the attacker intends to manipulate the system. We 
prefer "untargeted attack" over "fault injection" 
(used in [101]) because "fault injection" in classi-
cal computing [102] typically denotes a physical 
attack on hardware, excluding the entire com-
puting system stack. To prevent confusion and 
provide a comprehensive term for incorporating 
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quantum security research works beyond the 
physical layer of quantum computers, as demon-
strated in [103], [104], [105], we use the term "un-
targeted attack."

■■ Targeted Attack. Targeted attacks denote sophis-
ticated and focused attacks orchestrated by an 
adversary with a specific goal, necessitating a 
higher level of knowledge about the victim system 
compared to an untargeted attack. In this context, 
the attack vectors are meticulously crafted and 
customized based on the adversary's prior knowl-
edge, tailored to achieve a particular objective. 
For instance, the QDoor attack [104] assumed that 
the adversary has access to the training dataset 
of a quantum machine learning model. With this 
access, the adversary can introduce a customized 
malicious loss item during the model's training 
process, allowing precise control over the target-
ed class they aim to degrade in terms of model 
accuracy.

As pointed out in [101], vulnerabilities in the vic-
tim layer can trigger malicious changes manifesting 
in one or multiple different layers within the QC sys-
tem. For instance, [103] illustrates that modifications 
to QC software (e.g., compiler configuration files) can 
introduce backdoor gates added in the QC hardware. 
In contrast to the taxonomy methodology in [101], 
our focus is on the identification and categorization 
of vulnerabilities within QC systems rather than ex-
amining the observable effects or consequences. We 
believe that providing insights to industry profession-
als and researchers in identifying security vulnera-
bilities within this emerging computing paradigm is 
particularly crucial, especially at the current early 
research stage.

IV. Security Threats in NISQ Quantum  
Computing Systems

In this section, we present a comprehensive survey of 
existing works in quantum security, systematically or-
ganized using our established two-dimensional taxono-
my. More specifically, the related works are categorized 
based on the victim layers within the QC system: QC 
Hardware (Section 4.1), QC Software (Section 4.2), and 
QC Algorithms (Section 4.3). Within each victim layer, 
we identify acknowledged vulnerabilities and elaborate 
on the employed attack vectors from prior works. Fol-
lowing this, we conduct a detailed analysis of works 
categorized by their objectives, specifically addressing 
information leaks, untargeted attacks, and targeted at-
tacks. In addition, we explore potential defense strate-
gies as detailed in Section 4.4.

A. Security Threats in QC Hardware
Vulnerabilities in QC Hardware. As shown in Table 4, 
existing works emphasize two main attack vectors in the 
QC hardware layer: quantum crosstalk noises and the 
exploration of vulnerabilities through side channels like 
qubit reset, power trace, or laser damage. To enhance 
comprehension of these works, recent advancements 
in the foundational principles of quantum systems en-
gineering related to crosstalk noises and side channels 
are summarized below:

■■ Crosstalk Characterization. Early investigations 
into quantum crosstalk [46], [47], [48], [49] fo-
cused on examining the noticeable discrepancies 
between the expected behavior of ideal quantum 
gates and circuits and the actual behavior in large-
qubit systems caused by crosstalk. However, to 
consider crosstalk as a potential quantum secu-
rity attack vector, a more precise understanding 
of the mechanisms and causal relationships asso-
ciated with crosstalk between qubits is essential. 
Significant contributions in this domain include 
[111] and [112], both dedicated to measuring and 
analyzing crosstalk effects in superconducting 
quantum computers. Abrams et al. [111] intro-
duced three measurements to quantify DC (i.e., 
configuring a qubit to a specific frequency) and 
AC flux (i.e., operating two-qubit gates) crosstalk 
between tunable transmons. The research in [112] 
categorized crosstalk effects into quantum cross-
talk, as investigated in [111], and classical cross-
talk, addressing electromagnetic interference 
between microwave lines and on-chip electromag-
netic fields. The article presented corresponding 
approaches for characterizing these crosstalks. 
With these crosstalk characterizations and princi-
pled measurements, an attacker can intentionally 
manipulate crosstalk for malicious purposes, and 
hardware designers can also devise correspond-
ing defense techniques.

■■ Side Channels. Side-channel attacks exploit un-
intended information leaked from the physical 
implementation of a QC system, rather than di-
rectly targeting its intended functionality. Current 

Table 4.
A summary of QC hardware vulnerability research.

Attack Vector

Noises Side Channels

Info Leak [44], [106] [44], [100]

Untageted Attack [107], [108] [109], [110]

Tageted Attack [44] [106]
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works exploiting quantum side channels for se-
curity attacks typically involve profiling quan-
tum systems on specific types of side channels 
and constructing statistical models. Information 
is then retrieved by leveraging these models, as 
demonstrated in profiling nonuniform qubit reset 
latency in [44], power consumption variation in 
[100], and laser damage in [109], [110]. However, 
a notable drawback is the absence of systematic 
research from the quantum physics perspective, 
focusing on quantum side channel characteriza-
tion or analysis. This gap raises concerns about 
the effectiveness and comprehensiveness of the 
constructed statistical models. Further explora-
tion and understanding of quantum side channels 
are essential for developing robust security mea-
sures in a quantum computing system.

1) Information Leak
Crosstalk Induced by Reset. The work in [44] explored 
crosstalk induced by reset operations in IBM supercon-
ducting H7 quantum computers. In this device genera-
tion, a reset operation involves a measurement followed 
by a conditional X gate, transitioning the post-measure-
ment state from |1〉 to |0〉 on outcome 1. Profiling the IBM 
quantum computer using this reset model, the authors 
observed qubit coupling during reset, resulting in cross-
talk between qubits sharing the same readout resona-
tor. Specifically, if a victim qubit q0 and an attacker qubit 
q1 share the same readout resonator, reset operations 
on q0 induce a crosstalk-like effect on q1, allowing the in-
ference of information about q0 through measurements 
on q1. Even when the victim qubit q0 undergoes multiple 
reset operations, an adversary measuring the q1 can 
still deduce the prior state of q0 based on the resulting 
measurements.

Crosstalk Induced by Measurement. The work 
in [106] explores qubit crosstalk, evident in observ-
able readout error dependencies. The study adopts a 
multi-programming approach, running two programs 
concurrently on the same quantum computer. Profil-
ing on IBM quantum computers uncovers a correlation 
between readout errors on qubits in an attack program 
and those in a victim program. Consequently, the re-
searchers construct a statistical model capturing 
this readout error-dependent signature for a specific 
quantum computer. They leverage this model to infer 
results from the victim program via measurements on 
the attack program, achieving an impressive 96% ac-
curacy in identifying victim output on three public IBM 
computers. However, the experimental configurations, 
such as the criteria for selecting victim and attack qu-
bits, lack clarity.

Side-Channel via Reset. The research discussed in 
[44] explores reset operations in IBM superconducting 
H7 quantum computers. It uncovers a correlation be-
tween the measured probability of outputting ‘1’ on the 
attack qubit q1 and the measurement time on the vic-
tim qubit q0, which shares the same readout resonator 
with q1. This previously overlooked yet crucial quan-
tifiable indicator closely related to qubit reset gains 
significance, especially in the context of side-channel 
attacks. This insight allows an attacker to measure q1, 
record its probability of outputting ‘1’, and consequently 
infer both the duration between the start of the victim 
program and its last measurement and the duration be-
tween the victim's last measurement and the end of its 
allocated share.

Side-Channel via Power Traces. The study in [100] 
explores the vulnerability of electronic systems, where 
the power consumption trace generated by a quan-
tum computer becomes a potential target for attack-
ers seeking detailed information about a victim pro-
gram. This susceptibility stems from the distinctive 
processing pathways of various pulses correspond-
ing to different gates in a quantum computer circuit. 
In their study, the researchers carried out prelimi-
nary experiments, capturing power traces for various 
quantum pulses and constructing a comprehensive 
model. This model forms the foundation for illustrating 
power-centric side-channel attacks on quantum com-
puters, showcasing the capability to extract information 
about the control pulses dispatched to these machines. 
Analyzing these control pulses empowers adversaries 
to reverseengineer the equivalent gate-level circuit de-
scription, potentially disclosing the confidential algo-
rithms in operation. The study introduces five attack 
strategies and assesses their effectiveness, leveraging 
control pulse information acquired from cloud-hosted 
quantum computers.

2) Untargeted Attack
Fault Injection via Crosstalk. Both [107] and [108] in-
vestigate crosstalk-induced, untargeted fault injection 
in a multi-programming scenario, wherein victim and 
attacker programs operate simultaneously on a shared 
quantum computer. The study in [107] centers on large 
trapped-ion quantum computers with multiple intercon-
nected traps. When implementing multi-programming 
on these devices, qubits from both victim and attacker 
programs may share the same trap and become cou-
pled. The research illustrates that repeated shuttle op-
erations, employed to communicate an attacker qubit 
to another trap, can result in fidelity degradation in the 
coupled victim qubit. Consequently, this process has 
the potential to inject faults into the victim program. In 
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[108], crosstalk error rates are derived from IBM quan-
tum computers through repeated program executions. 
The researchers also developed a simulator to quantify 
crosstalk effects across various tasks. Using this model, 
their experiments demonstrated that intentional rep-
etition of CNOT operations on specific qubits - coupled 
with those in the victim program - facilitates the injec-
tion of faults into the victim program.

Fault Injection via Side Channels. Both studies pre-
sented in [109] and [110] center on quantum key distri-
bution using photonic quantum computers, employing a 
laser followed by an optical attenuator for data commu-
nication. The authors highlight the vulnerability of these 
quantum computers to high-power laser side-channel 
attacks, wherein injecting light from the communication 
line into the laser significantly compromises the fidelity 
of the prepared quantum states. Recent research [113] 
explores qubit performance in the presence of environ-
mental factors like radioactive materials and cosmic 
rays. As our understanding advances, we anticipate an 
increasing number of studies identifying vulnerabilities 
in quantum computing hardware, whether through la-
ser, radiation, or other means, as potential sidechannel 
attacks or beyond.

3) Targeted Attack
While both [44] and [106] focused on information leaks, 
their findings have the potential for targeted attacks on 
QC systems. In the case of [44], rather than relying on 
measured results from attack qubits (q1) to infer infor-
mation about the victim qubit (q0), an adversary could 
intentionally perform reset operations on q1. The result-
ing crosstalk via a shared resonator, as per the static 
model established, would induce a predictable state 
change on q0. Similarly, the demonstrated readout er-
ror dependency between a victim qubit and an attacker 
qubit in [106] can be strategically leveraged. Intentional 
operations on an attacker qubit would manifest corre-
lated readout error rates on the victim qubit.

B. Security Threats in QC Software
Vulnerabilities in QC Software. As outlined in [27], the 
design of quantum computing software draws paral-
lels with classical computing toolchains and hardware 
synthesis. This alignment emphasizes the inherent 
complexity in developing and using QC software tools, 
requiring specialized domain expertise and creating a 
significant entry barrier for average users in the quan-
tum computing domain.

In the following section, we explore state-of-the-art 
QC software designs and highlight potential security 
vulnerabilities that attackers could exploit. It is cru-
cial to recognize that toolflow designs are continually 

evolving, keeping pace with the rapid advancements in 
quantum technology and algorithms. Despite this dy-
namic landscape, these designs reveal common tech-
niques and strategies. Subsequently, we delve into a 
detailed discussion of recent works exploiting attack 
vectors in the QC software layer, encompassing both the 
toolflow software itself and its configuration, as summa-
rized in Table 5.

■■ Approximation in the QC Compilation. In the 
QC compilation, crucial steps often involve ap-
proximations rather than precise translation. For 
instance, during circuit logic decomposition, the 
original unitary matrix is represented through 
matrix and tensor products of specific elementary 
gates. The errors introduced by these approxima-
tions are considered acceptable if they fall within 
a predefined threshold. Similarly, in the transla-
tion step that replaces logical gates with physical 
gates, approximation is also allowed. Deliberately 
leveraging these approximations can become an 
attack vector, as discussed in [103] and [117].

■■ Gate Insertion due to Limited Connectivity. Lim-
ited connectivity poses a significant challenge in 
the layout and routing of QC compilation, trans-
forming it into a complex, constrained, multi-ob-
jective optimization problem. Despite several re-
search efforts [114], [115] aimed at addressing this 
issue through improved optimization algorithms 
or the development of fully-connected quantum 
hardware, the insertion of SWAP gates remains 
inevitable. The gates insertion step is beyond the 
control of average users and could potentially be 
exploited for untargeted attacks to degrade the fi-
delity of a victim QC circuit.

■■ Quantum Noises. Each quantum server typically 
monitors and records its temporal and spatially 
varying quantum noises. A configuration file is 
commonly used to describe the latest informa-
tion of a NISQ server, enabling the compiler to 
generate a high-quality pulse sequence for a spe-
cific quantum circuit and its input data. When the 

Table 5.
A summary of QC software vulnerability research 
(red highlights related works with potential quantum 
applications).

Attack Vector

Toolflow Configuration

Info Leak [98], [99] NA

Untageted Attack [114], [115] [103]

Tageted Attack [98], [99] [103], [116]
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same quantum circuit receives new input data, 
the compiler must recompile the circuit with 
the updated input. However, an adversary with 
domain knowledge can stealthily modify these 
configuration files, thereby altering the function-
ality and/or behavior of the quantum server, as 
demonstrated in [103] and [116].

1) Information Leak
Information Leak via QC Toolflow. A quantum circuit 
can contain sensitive information, spanning from crucial 
financial data to proprietary algorithms. Consequently, re-
lying on unverified compilers for quantum circuits creates 
a vulnerability that potential adversaries could exploit to 
steal intellectual property (IP). However, currently, there 
are no covert strategies for exploiting vulnerabilities in 
the quantum software layer to facilitate information leaks. 
Existing studies [98], [99] assume a wholly untrusted 
third-party software vendor that indiscriminately appro-
priates quantum IPs once users transmit their quantum 
circuits through a software-as-a-service platform.

Relying solely on the configuration for information 
leakage is not a feasible strategy. No previous work has 
explored this, and we do not consider it a viable approach.

2) Untargeted Attack
Potential Attacks via QC Toolflow. Although the main 
emphasis of layout and routing schemes in [114] and 
[115] is not on quantum computing security, they unveil a 
crucial aspect of QC compilation–the introduction of ad-
ditional operations, which inevitably reduces algorithm 
fidelity. These insights highlight a potential vulnerability, 
as an untrusted third party or adversary could intention-
ally manipulate the compilation process by introducing 
more operations in the synthesized circuit to corrupt the 
quantum circuit output. Despite the feasibility of these 
potential attack approaches, enhancing the stealthiness 
of such attacks remains a research challenge.

Attacks via Configuration Modification. QTrojan 
[103] introduced an untargeted attack method that uses 
specific lines in a server-specific configuration file as 
triggers to manipulate the compilation process. This 
manipulation leads to the synthesized circuit disabling 

the actual data encoding, achieved by incorporating an 
additional circuit layer for pre- and post-encoding. As a 
result, the victim QC circuit malfunctions. QTrojan is a 
stealthy attack approach as the trigger can be disguised 
as pulse error calibration for the data encoding layer, 
and the resulting implementation on QC hardware intro-
duces no additional circuit depth. The only noticeable 
difference lies in the pulse amplitudes, making the at-
tack harder to detect.

3) Targeted Attack
Attacks via QC Toolflow. For the study presented in 
[98] and [99], the entirely untrusted third-party soft-
ware vendor has the capability to execute targeted at-
tacks, but this threat model is not practical, lacking any 
form of stealth.

Attacks via Configuration Modification. The QTrojan 
approach [103] can also be utilized for targeted attacks. 
The authors demonstrated the feasibility of encoding a 
set of predefined data into the circuit during actual com-
putation, effectively replacing the original data. This in-
troduces an additional layer of quantum gates alongside 
the pre- and post-encoding layers used for untargeted 
fault injection. While technically achievable, we argue 
that this added layer may introduce unstealthy and no-
ticeable discrepancies. Acharya and Saeed [116] employs 
a similar attack model to QTrojan by manipulating the 
compilation configuration file but with a focus on alter-
ing quantum error rate parameters in the compile-time 
calibration file. The design approach is rooted in the 
observed dependency between the output of a quantum 
circuit and the error parameters of the quantum hard-
ware. However, the sophisticated nature of this depen-
dency, combined with the compilation process, makes it 
challenging to precisely predict how the error rates on a 
device will impact the output for a specific algorithm. Al-
though this research highlights the vulnerability, we be-
lieve it would be more realistic and relevant to consider 
applying such attacks in an untargeted scenario.

C. Security Threats in QC Algorithm
Vulnerabilities in QC Algorithm. The development of 
quantum computing algorithms, especially NISQ varia-
tional algorithms, is progressing rapidly. As depicted in 
Table 6, we broadly categorize the utilized attack vectors 
into VQA building blocks and other factors termed con-
figuration. In the following, we provide an overview of the 
latest research on NISQ algorithms, highlighting their vul-
nerabilities and potential threat vectors. Then, a detailed 
discussion of each work listed in Table 6 is presented.

■■ Classical-to-Quantum Encoder. In VQA meth-
ods where classical inputs are employed, the 
classical-to-quantum encoder stands out as a 

Table 6.
A summary of QC algorithm vulnerability research.

Attack Vector

VQA Blocks Configuration

Info Leak - [118],[119],[120],[121]

Untageted Attack [105],[122] [104]

Tageted Attack [123],[124] [104],[125]
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crucial module, consistently argued to hold great-
er significance than subsequent trainable ansatz 
blocks in an expanding body of literature [126], 
[127], [128]. This module has been identified as 
the sole element within a VQA capable of intro-
ducing nonlinearity into the model [129]. A study 
by [127] investigates these encoders as partial 
Fourier series and underscores that baseline en-
coding, using a single Pauli-rotation encoding, can 
only effectively learn a sine function. Building on 
this insight, subsequent works [128], [129] advo-
cate the use of repeated Pauli encoding layers to 
expand the frequency spectrum and, consequent-
ly, enhance the expressivity of quantum models. 
While this trend has demonstrated improved per-
formance in VQAs, it concurrently complicates 
the interpretability and explainability of these 
models. Given the significance of the classical-to-
quantum encoder in a QC algorithm, most works 
leverage the encoder as the main attack vector 
within all the VQA building blocks.

■■ VQA Optimization. While VQA theory is still 
in its early stages of development, several 
studies have contributed valuable insights 
into the enhanced generalization capabilities 
[87], [88], [89] and transferability of VQAs [90]. 
Notably, these advancements are observed 
when VQA models are trained with minimal data 
or, in an intriguing context, no training data at 
all from the target domain, which is referred to 
as a zero-shot setting. The training optimization 
process encompasses several critical compo-
nents, including data preprocessing [93], [130], 
parameter configuration [131], [132], and initial-
ization [90], [133]. Additionally, decisions such 
as choosing the training optimizer [134], [135] 
and addressing the challenge of the gradient 
barren plateau [135], [136] play pivotal roles in 
shaping the overall effectiveness of the training 
process. All these aforementioned factors relat-
ed to VQA optimization have vulnerabilities that 
could be exploited by an adversary with domain 
knowledge, serving as potential attack vectors 
on the QC system.

■■ Quantum Noise in VQAs. While modeling quan-
tum noise for specific quantum algorithms is in-
herently complex, it consistently proves to be 
a significant obstacle to the performance and 
robustness of QC algorithms on real NISQ hard-
ware. Three noteworthy challenges emerge: (1) 
The inherent misalignment between ideal simu-
lations and real-device experiments introduces 
variations in results [137], directly affecting the 

fidelity of quantum computations. (2) Quantum 
noise not only interferes with the trainability of 
algorithms but also leads to noise-induced bar-
ren plateaus [136]. As the circuit depth increas-
es, crucial features of the landscape experience 
exponential suppression due to noise, present-
ing a substantial obstacle to the reliability of 
quantum computations. (3) Intrinsically, noise 
can serve as potential attack vectors impact-
ing model robustness and fairness without no-
ticeably affecting model performance, as theo-
retically demonstrated in quantum adversarial 
machine learning [123], quantum differential 
privacy [138], and fairness verification in quan-
tum machine learning [139]. Experimental vali-
dation on NISQ devices has been conducted and 
reported in [125].

1) Information Leak
Quantum algorithms traditionally undergo empirical 
local design for fixed inputs. The advent of variational 
quantum algorithms featuring parameterized circuits 
has spurred a paradigm shift, enabling the widespread 
use of quantum algorithms in novel settings. Specifical-
ly, a general VQA is designed and initially optimized by 
a third party, then downloaded by a user who fine-tunes 
the VQA with sensitive, specific local data. Achieving 
precision in VQC design necessitates a profound un-
derstanding of the domain, with the training process 
demanding costly data acquisition. Consequently, VQCs 
represent invaluable intellectual assets deserving ro-
bust protection.

Attack via Untrusted Servers. In this evolving quan-
tum computing model, multiple parties participate in 
computations, introducing new security threats. Ex-
isting works commonly assume a semi-honest server, 
aiming to either pilfer the VQA-optimized parameters 
[118] or acquire other parties' private training data 
[119], [120], [121]. While these studies draw upon se-
curity theories from classical machine learning, a sig-
nificant gap exists in comprehending how leaked in-
formation is efficiently employed to create meaningful 
inferences.

2) Untargeted Attack
Attack via VQA Blocks. The vulnerability of VQAs has 
been extensively explored, particularly in the context 
of quantum machine learning as a primary use case. In 
terms of data input, [122] demonstrated that even mini-
mal alterations to input data can lead trained quantum 
classifiers to make incorrect classifications. Notably, 
as the dimensionality increases, the required altera-
tion decreases, rendering high-dimensional quantum 
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classifiers susceptible to misclassification with small 
perturbations. Focusing on the final measurement and 
readout phase, [105] presented an attack model wherein 
less-trusted vendors might manipulate the results or 
parameters of quantum circuits, resulting in suboptimal 
solutions or increased costs. They conducted model-
ing and simulation exercises to illustrate adversarial 
tampering of input parameters and measurement out-
comes, using the Quantum Approximate Optimization 
Algorithm (QAOA) as an exemplary hybrid quantum-
classical algorithm.

Attack via Objective Functions. In the VQA design 
process, QDoor [104] demonstrated that the formula-
tion of the loss function for optimization can serve as 
an attack vector. This involves framing the training of 
a quantum machine learning model as a type of multi-
task learning. While minimizing inference errors, QDoor 
introduces a malicious loss item that is manipulated in 
the subsequent compilation process, indiscriminately 
amplifying the inference error of synthesized circuits 
on a NISQ computer.

3) Targeted Attack
Attack via Input Data. [123] and [124] uncovered the 
susceptibility of a quantum classifier to deception 
through adversarial examples, achieved by adding 
imperceptible perturbations to the original legitimate 
samples. They not only emphasized the notable vul-
nerability but also demonstrated the viability of tar-
geted attacks. However, the complexity introduced in 
data encoding presents a challenge to maintaining the 
effectiveness of targeted attacks. It is noteworthy that 
if the input is quantum data, malicious manipulation of 
the input could remain a highly effective strategy.

Attack via Objective Functions. The QDoor ap-
proach [104] can be extended to a targeted attack set-
ting, with or without a specified trigger, granted the 
adversary has access to the training dataset. The fun-
damental concept involves introducing a malicious 
loss item into the loss function during the training 
process, and the attack is triggered in the compilation 
process. The key distinction lies in the computation 
of the malicious loss item, which exclusively occurs 
on inputs within a target class or a more finely de-
fined set of targeted inputs using a trigger. This work 
introduces a novel and general approach that can be 
expanded to incorporate additional attack vectors 

as our understanding evolves. While QDoor concen-
trates on the compilation process as its handler, an 
adversary could broaden this concept by considering 
decomposition, layout, routing, or mapping as alter-
native handlers, given the appropriate formulation of 
a malicious loss item.

D. Potential Defense Techniques
To defend against quantum security attacks, we outline 
several potential defense techniques. Some of these 
methods are specifically tailored for quantum comput-
ing, while others draw inspiration from classical securi-
ty research as conceptual techniques without thorough 
evaluation and implementation.

■■ To enhance security at the QC hardware level, 
various strategies can be implemented. One is 
the integration of cryptographic chips or mod-
ules, providing an additional layer of protec-
tion. The deployment of Physical Unclonable 
Functions (PUF) [140], [141], watermarking tech-
niques [117], and the incorporation of obsolete 
circuit design through the insertion of dummy 
SWAP gates [142] collectively contribute to 
fortifying defenses against information leaks. 
Furthermore, it is crucial to implement robust 
security measures across various dimensions. 
Encryption techniques can be employed to se-
cure both data transmission and storage, ensur-
ing that sensitive information remains protected. 
Access controls play a pivotal role in permitting 
interactions with the quantum system only to 
authorized entities. Regular hardware monitor-
ing and security assessments facilitate the early 
detection of unusual activities or potential intru-
sions, enabling proactive responses to security 
threats.

■■ To enhance security at the QC software level, a 
noteworthy work [143] discusses the design of a 
quantum computer antivirus. The authors pro-
pose a method to detect viruses in quantum pro-
grams by representing both input circuits and 
malicious virus circuits as graphs. They formulate 
virus checking as a sub-graph isomorphism find-
ing problem, which can be quickly solved with 
existing algorithms. Research in [99] proposes 
splitting the quantum circuit into multiple parts 
that are sent to a single compiler at different times 

To defend against quantum security attacks, we outline several  
defense techniques, some tailored for quantum computing,  

others inspired by classical security research.
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or to multiple compilers. This way, the adversary 
only has access to partial information. The work 
in [116] advocates for inserting test points into 
quantum circuits to study their error rates con-
cerning other qubit allocations.

■■ To enhance security at the QC algorithm level, 
it is essential to incorporate error-correction 
techniques. This strategic measure addresses 
the impact of noise and errors inherent in quan-
tum hardware. Simultaneously, advances in dis-
tributed quantum algorithm [144] and quantum 
cryptographic algorithms are pivotal against 
potential threats and attacks. In the realm of 
quantum machine learning, retraining proves 
crucial in mitigating risks associated with data 
poisoning attacks [103]. Moreover, ensuring se-
cure quantum computation involves exploring 
techniques such as quantum one-time pad pro-
tocols [145], quantum homomorphic encryption 
schemes [146], and quantum multiparty com-
puting methods [147].

V. Conclusion
In summary, quantum computing demonstrates sub-
stantial theoretical promise, as evidenced by recent ad-
vancements in hardware, software, and algorithms. 
However, the predominant focus on performance has 
overshadowed critical security considerations. Ad-
dressing this imbalance, our article provides a compre-
hensive tutorial and survey that systematically identi-
fies vulnerabilities in quantum computing systems. The 
overarching goal is to empower industry stakeholders 
and research communities, facilitating proactive mea-
sures to discern and mitigate security concerns, thereby 
establishing a secure foundation for the future develop-
ment of quantum computing environments.
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materials and chemical systems using trapped ions, 
which can serve as a well-isolated platform for studying 
classically intractable problems. 
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